
The App for the communication and 
knowledge of your organization.

Take advantage of the current comunication 
behavior and mobile relation. 

Use gamification techniques to promote its use 
and the users information update.

A SaaS adaptable, flexible and quality solution for 
your organizations.
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Adaptable and easily manageable 
through its web panel.

ACTIVITY AND EXPENSES 
MANAGEMET
Compilation and control of the users activity and 
their associated costs, for an actualized report that 
minimices the administrative delays and errors. 

KNOWLEDGE MAP 

Fuifi generates automatically a knowledge map 
with the skills and abilities of the persons of your 
organization. There’s available a complete Dashboard 
B.I. to query and acces this K.Map.



Onboarding
Define the steps that must be acomplished by the 
new persons and the welcoming process.

User directory
Find other member and check their profiles. 

You can find them by name or by knowledge. 
From their profile contact them by email, 

check their ranking position, skills...

Training plan
Check and apply to the upcoming training 
courses planned in your comunity.

Notifications 

Interact and participate
Get points by filling your profile, sharing news 
or providing suggestions. Check your position 
and the organization ranking.

Advantages and promotions
In this section you will find all the advantages 
of being part of your organization: discounts 

on products, parking space, childcare service…

Holidays
Request your holidays through the app and check 
your pending holiday days. You will receive a push 

notification with the approval or rejection information.

Career plan
Access from your profile. The career plan is defined 
by the administrator through the web panel.

Comunicate and share
Users can post and check news, comment and 
like. Access the news, training plans and events 
of your organization.

Express and suggest
Provide ideas, improvements and suggestions 
for the training plan through and receive 
updated feedback.

Receive notifcations with the latest news. 

Expenses
As an employee you can manage your 

expenses easily and quickly.

Working day register
In few steps you will be able to record your 
working day.


